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Chapter One 

Ah, winter, especially the first one with decent snowfall after five-plus years of 

drought. Snow was steadily falling from the leaden sky for the last two weeks and it 

looked like skiing and boarding conditions were as close to perfect as any diehard could 

ask for, Ken Anderson knew. That was why he arranged for a long weekend off, starting 

Friday afternoon. 

His idea of kicking back and zooming down the ski slops overlooking the shores of 

Lake Tahoe got a boost when his boss heard about his trip several days before. 

“I’ve got a special client coming into town this weekend or I’d be doing the same 

thing you are, except I prefer my snowboard,”  Mike Swearington groused. Mike tried to 

make the best out of the situation and it became very good for Ken. “Since I can’t go, 

would you like to use my timeshare? It’s on the North Shore.” 

Ken’s mouth was in danger of falling open at his good fortune but he quickly 

recovered. “Sure, that would be great. How can I repay you?” 

“Just come back ready to kick some butt and make us a boatload or two of money,” 

Mike replied. “And by the way, don’t wait until Friday afternoon. Your time off starts 

when you walk out the door Thursday. The condo is yours starting Friday morning, or 

that’s what the leasing office told me originally.” 

“If my weekend started out so perfectly, why is someone trying to kill me?” Ken 

asked himself as he randomly zigged and zagged through open space and trees, trying to 

put as much distance between himself and the guy with a rifle doing his best to separate 

Ken’s head from his shoulders. 

Once Mike gave Ken his blessing—and the keys to the two-bedroom timeshare 

condo—Ken told him, “It’s only been ten years since I last skied, but it seems like it was 

yesterday.” 

“Then you had better get busy and make some plans,” Ken said with a smile. “Gt 

busy, boy.”  

Leaving San Francisco at 3 a.m. because he couldn’t sleep let Ken zip through 

Sacramento about 6 a.m., missing most of the morning commute traffic there as well as 

the Bay Area morning commute. Two hours later he was at a ski resort being outfitted for 



boots, bindings and skis. Normally he would have used longer skis appropriate for his 

six-foot height but this time, Ken felt like working the kinks out of his downhill game, so 

he opted for shorter sticks. “What you lose in speed you’ll make up for in control,” the 

ski fitter told him. 

Ken headed out to his car—a gray Honda Accord—for some protein bars and an 

energy drink, both of which he knew he would need when the adrenaline of the drive ran 

its course. He failed to pay attention to a black Mercedes SUV with tinted windows 

parked a few empty spaces away. Where he lived, similar cars were common. 

Chugging the combination of enough caffeine and sugar to buzz an elephant, Ken 

walked joyfully through the light snow that began falling shortly before he arrived. The 

snow conditions were perfect with a great base of thick snow and ice, though there was 

some fog higher up the mountain. 

Ken likened the light falling snow to a dusting of confectioner’s sugar on a cake, 

causing him to sing, “Happy birthday to me, even though it’s not my birthday” as he went 

past the resort lobby while carrying his skis. 

Ken did not see a woman get out of the Mercedes, open its trunk and go to his car. 

There was a click as the electronic lock on his Accord was turned off and a second click 

as the trunk popped open. The woman moved a suitcase, one duffel and a briefcase in 

with his gear, packing the small space. 

The parking lot was empty of all but perhaps a dozen cars, none of which were 

within one hundred feet of the Mercedes and Ken’s Honda. Even if someone had seen the 

woman move her stuff in with his, they might have thought it was a girlfriend—or in her 

case, girl fiend—being neighborly. 

Ken made his way out of the resort restroom and with his lift ticket already attached 

to his parka, got in the very short line at the bottom ski lift. The map in his hand showed 

Ken that the first lift took skiers and boarders partway up the mountain where they could 

ski down all the way or go a short distance and pick from three other lifts. The map 

showed three rides were required to get to the top of the mountain, even though the 

falling snow prevented him from seeing the next lift station. 

The couple ahead of him took the first chair while a woman wearing white ski boots, 

black snowboarding pants and a blue and pink parka topped with a pink helmet pulled up 



next to Ken. “Single?” she asked while holding her board. The comment was shorthand 

for, “can I share the next chair with you? 

On a busy day, there would not have been a question of two strangers sharing a lift 

chair. But early in the morning, on a day when the snow was falling, Ken knew riding 

alone would have been easy and not too rude. Instead, he confirmed, “single,” as he and 

the woman jumped on the same chair. 

She had her face visor down so Ken barely got a glimpse of it before she turned 

away, riding the lift up the mountain in silence. 

Just before hitting the deplaning spot, where skiers and boarders leave the chair or 

risk being taken down the mountain, she asked another curt question: “left or right?” 

Ken replied “left” since he was sitting on the left side and the beginner run he 

wanted to take was also that way. The short downhill run would take him to the second 

chair highlighted in yellow on his map, a map he was clutching in his hand for everyone 

to see. 

Hitting the exit point, he pushed off the chair, skiing to the left, turning his back on 

his traveling companion. She went to the right, opting for an intermediate route and a 

different chair to the next level. 

Ken took the second chair to the upper middle of the mountain and got ready to 

board his final lift to the top. 

“Hey wait a minute,” he heard a voice behind him yell. Ken turned and the woman 

from the first chair lift skied up to him. “Would you like to take a run together?” she 

asked, flipping up her visor enough where Ken could see a face unadorned by makeup 

but pretty nonetheless. “It’s been a while since I last went boarding so I could use some 

coaching and honestly, I wouldn’t mind the company.” 

“As it happens it’s been a very long time since I last slapped on skis,” Ken admitted, 

“so what you said goes double for me.” 

“Great,” she said, sticking out her hand. “I’m Kim and you are?” 

“Ken,” he replied, lifting his goggle so she could see his eyes, his thin sandy 

moustache and slight chin beard already dusted with snow. “I’m glad to meet you, Kim.” 



Shaking hands, they took a gondola car up to the top, carrying their skis along the 

way. Deciding on a run tougher than beginner but easier than intermediate in terms of 

difficulty, they got ready to go. 

“First one to the end gets to pick the next run, OK?” Kim asked. 

“You’re on,” Ken said, kicking his skis into motion. 

Ken got a brief lead but lost it when he turned slightly to bleed off some speed while 

Kim went straight ahead. 

“Yay, I won,” she said, waiting for Ken, arriving beside her less than a minute later. 

“You didn’t let me win, did you?” Kim asked, a questioning tone in her voice. 

“Let you win? Not a chance,” Ken replied. “And since you won this race, let’s up the 

stakes. Loser buys coffee or hot chocolate at the mid-mountain lodge. I can already taste 

a mocha with extra whipped cream made even better by the smell of victory,” he said, 

smacking his lips for even more exaggeration. 

“You’re on, sucker,” she said, giving Ken a great view of her gorgeous brown eyes, 

which captured his attention before she pointed to a chairlift back to the top. 

On the ride up Ken realized that he had known two women named Kim and both 

were major trouble. One cost him a seven hundred mile drive to get rid of her. The other 

broke his heart and stomped the pieces into dust before being driven off into the sunset by 

someone younger and a hell of a lot richer. 

Ken thought those experiences would have taught him to get the hell out of there the 

minute he heard the woman’s name. Experience never overrides testosterone and the 

desire to get laid, though he really wish it had just this once. 

Instead of saying, “Adios, Hasta La Vista, Auf Widersehn, so long, see you later or, 

I’m outta here,” Ken’s lame reply was simply, “You’re on.” 

Once they got off the lift, Ken followed Kim onto a beginner run, which he knew led 

to several intermediate and black diamond expert runs over steep terrain. The beginner 

portion even led to a double black diamond for the highly skilled—or suicidal—skier 

with drop off a fifty-foot cliff leading to a narrow canyon below pockmarked with 

boulders. 

Taking off and bending low, Ken was going straight down the gentle slope when 

puffs of snow suddenly appeared in front of his skis. 



Uncertain what was going on, he knew a second later as an angry buzzing noise 

sounded about an inch from his ear. “Someone is shooting at us,” he yelled as he saw 

snow ahead explode with the fury of the bullet’s impact. 

Kim also saw what was going on as she swerved into some trees on the right, going 

full tilt at them. Ken was even with Kim when they saw a bullet score a deep groove in 

the side of a pine tree before turning a branch into splinters. 

“What the hell is happening?” Ken yelled at his companion. 

“Shut up and ski if you want to live,” Kim yelled back, her eyes on the route ahead. 

 Kim came up beside Ken as he hid behind a tree and a large boulder, hopefully 

blocking them from sight. 

“Who is shooting at us and why?” Ken asked. 

“It’s probably my boyfriend,” Kim said, taking her helmet off and holding it away 

from her body as she gave her long brown hair a gentle shake. Before she could move the 

helmet back to her head, another shot plowed into it, ripping it from her grasp. 

Ken pulled her down as low as he could go and still stay on his skis. “Take my 

jacket,” he offered, removing it and leaving his chest covered in a white turtleneck while 

black ski pants covered his legs. “My parka is going to be a lot harder to see than your 

pink and blue one.” 

Kim nodded, pulling Ken’s jacket over hers. Ken knew the combination of his 

clothes blended in with the snow and shadows and as long as he was moving, he wasn’t 

going to be cold. “And if we don’t get moving, I might get dead,” he said. 

Kim took that moment to push off and head out of the tress, making a hard cut to the 

left as soon as she did. The only runs that direction, Ken knew from having glanced at his 

map a few minutes before, were expert black diamond and double black diamond ones. 

Kicking his skis into gear, Ken chanced a glance over his shoulder to see where the 

shots were coming from. All he saw was a dark figure with a rifle and a bulbous 

attachment on the end. 

Ken didn’t realize at the time that the shooter had no intention of killing them there. 

He was herding them into the expert sections and beyond into a part of the mountain not 

normally skied. If successful, their bodies would not have been found until the spring 

thaw, and maybe not even then, Ken learned later. 



After dinking and diving through more trees and rocks, they found a small protected 

spot at the top of a cliff. Looking back, Ken saw their pursuer was close enough that Ken 

could read the words “Ski Patrol” on his bib vest. The man had stopped and was 

attaching something to the business end of his rifle. 

“We are in very deep shit,” Ken whispered to Kim. “He’s got a rifle powered 

grenade.” 

The term was unfamiliar to her so she looked at Ken. “So what does that mean?” 

“He means to start an avalanche and bury us in it,” he whispered to her. 

“What can we do?” Kim said, seeing no way out. 

“Jump,” was all Ken could say, taking one step back, grabbing Kim’s hand and 

launching them both over the edge of the cliff. 

Survival instincts took over once they were airborne. Both concentrated on the rocks 

and snow barely below their skis. Doing their best to keep their skis parallel to the snow, 

they tried to stay above the snow as long as they could. They also tried to keep their 

hearts from exploding through their chests with fear and sheer panic. 

Seconds after going over the cliff they heard a loud explosion above them. A 

moment later they were being pelted in the head, back and shoulders by rocks, chunks of 

frozen dirt and clumps of snow. 

“Avalanche,” Kim yelled, pushing them onward. 

“There are easier ways of committing suicide than jumping out of an airplane 

without a parachute, but after jumping off that cliff, it’s exactly what I am doing,” Ken 

believed, concentrating on keeping his skis going straight down the narrow canyon they 

were in, a roaring wall of snow coming up rapidly behind them. 

Ken fought to stay upright as they zoomed out of the canyon and made a sharp turn 

away from the avalanche. He looked to his left only to find Kim right beside him, a grim 

look of determination on her face as she took the lead. 

She spotted a narrow gap between two trees and headed down that path taking a 

diagonal cut away both from the avalanche and the shooter. Ken hoped they had escaped 

trouble when he turned and saw the avalanche continuing down the canyon, missing 

them. Kim became airborne several times, though Ken had no idea why at the time. 



Ken saw Kim make a low jump only to come down hard, rolling over several times 

in the soft, deep snow. He skied to her, stopping inches from her head. 

 She stood up, reached down and held a chunk of snowboard barely longer than her 

foot. Looking back, Ken assumed she was hitting buried rocks on her jumps and one of 

them shattered her board. 

By this point Ken was shaking from the cold, more than half frozen because she was 

wearing his parka. Looking disgusted, Ken heard her mutter something about, “of all the 

damn rocks in the world, I have to hit one right now.” 

“Come over here,” Ken ordered, his mouth so cold he could barely speak. As soon as 

she got close, he held out his arms. She jumped into them, pressing her front to his and 

wrapping her legs around his waist while her arms clung to his shoulders. 

Ken cautiously made his way deeper into the shadows, watching where he was going 

and hoping against all hope that the shooter didn’t see the avalanche miss them. 

On one of their brief breaks Ken had a moment of clarity, which was surprising 

given how tired and stressed he felt plus pain in his right arm he hadn’t noticed before. 

Looking at it, he saw a dull red blotch, one that despite the cold and the general 

numbness invading his entire body, continued to ooze blood. “Crap,” he said aloud. 

“What’s wrong?” she asked, her face turning even whiter at the color on his arm. 

“Well we can’t do anything about that now,” she stated in a factual tone. “You’ve 

been moving your arm so it’s not broken, which means we need to keep moving.” 

“Kim, by any chance do you have a cell phone on you?” Ken asked as they resumed 

their journey. 

She checked her pockets, pulling one out. 

“Great,” Ken muttered dejectedly. “That is how he’s been tracking you and through 

you, me. He’s been using cell phone towers to locate our position on the slope. Crap.” 

“What do I do now?” she asked. 

“Throw the phone in a snowdrift and hope he spends all of his time looking for it 

instead of looking for us,” Ken replied. 

She threw it on the ground and used her boot to stomp it deep into the snow. 



He reached as far over his head as he could and broke off some small branches, 

telling her what to do. Kim stood on the back of his skis and held the branches down, 

using the branches to erase their tracks. 

A true tracker would find the ski trails easily but someone looking from the air or 

further up the hill just might miss them, Ken hoped. That method worked for a bit before 

Kim’s tired hands dropped first one branch then the other. 

By the time the second branch fell from Kim’s cold grasp, they were both too tired 

and too cold to care. Ken dropped his ski poles knowing he needed what little strength he 

had left to hold Kim close to him while they continued going downhill. 

“Let me know if you see your ex-boyfriend, mister psycho,” Ken muttered through 

chattering teeth while keeping his eyes on the snow.  

Thankfully some sort of dead reckoning let Ken figure out where they were, which 

was now well off the main resort property. A collision with a tree when he was unable to 

turn fast enough ruined one of Ken’s skis so they spent much of the day walking through 

thigh-deep snow in the general direction of the main lodge. With a lot of luck, they made 

it back to the main lodge just as the sun started heading down behind them. There were 

still maybe a dozen cars in the lot, with Ken’s Honda and Kim’s Mercedes among them. 

Kim wanted to start walking directly toward the Benz before Ken put a hand on her 

shoulder, stopping her in her tracks. 

“Maybe I’m being paranoid and tired but this guy did try, several times, to kill us,” 

he said. “Maybe he’s not done yet.” 

Ken made a brief stop at the locker he rented earlier—Kim went into the Ladies’ 

Room and stayed out of sight until he knocked on the door—retrieving his keys. He also 

exchanged ski boots for after-ski ones that were soft and most importantly, warm, plus a 

zippered sweat shirt covering his injured arm and most of his shredded shirt. 

“Let’s take my car,” Kim said, pulling out a key fob for the Mercedes. 

“Not so fast,” Ken said, stopping at his Honda. “This guy spent all morning trying to 

kill us on the slopes. He was thoughtful and planned to herd us off the main slopes and 

into the sticks. He wouldn’t have brought that grenade if his intent was to shoot you. 

What makes you think he didn’t think ahead and leave a deadly surprise in the Benz?” 

Kim stood stock still, rooted in terror at the thought, Ken saw. 



They jumped into his Honda, cranked the heater up and drove off a bit, slowly 

inching their way closer to the Mercedes. Kim kept pushing a button on her remote until 

the headlights flashed indicating the alarm was turned off. 

“We should be good now, don’t you think?” Kim asked, turning and facing Ken. He 

pointed to the remote starter switch. “Use that first. If the engine starts and runs for a 

minute or two, we have nothing to fear,” he suggested. 

The second her gloved finger came down on the starter button, the Mercedes erupted 

in a blast of earsplitting flame and noise, sending glass and metal flying all over the 

place. Ken had sensed something, though he couldn’t explain what it was, just as her 

finger was touching the button. Her head was already below the windshield when the 

Benz blew into a whole lot of very small bits, pieces of it pinging off the Honda’s hood, 

roof and windshield. 

“Well, he knows we’re still alive,” Ken yelled over the loud ringing in his ears, 

sticking his car in gear and tearing off out of there. 

“Anything you had in that SUV is toast,” he told Kim as she looked over her 

shoulder at a small crowd of people, including at least one in Ski Patrol gear, heading 

toward the burned out hulk. 

“Not to worry,” she shot back calmly while facing him from the passenger seat. “I 

put everything in your trunk this morning.” 

Before Ken was worried that someone was trying to shoot him simply because he 

was with Kim. Some jealous boyfriends were known to kill their ex-lover’s friends out of 

spite and meanness just because they were being kind to the ex witch. Kim’s comment 

erased any slivers of doubt that she had set him up from the start. 

“You did what? When? Why?” he asked before his numbed brain and body could 

think rationally. 

“Because you were here early and you were alone,” she said. “You were also driving 

a gray Honda, and there are millions of them on the road.” 

Ken absently pointed the car toward Truckee, which was close by, and found an 

open parking lot by the downtown train station, which was less than a mile from U.S. 80. 

Highway 80 starts at the San Francisco Bay Bridge and continues east across the country, 



running near Truckee and straight into Reno, Nevada Ken knew having driven the road 

many times. 

“Stop here,” Kim said, when they got to the uncovered parking lot. Ken’s turtleneck 

was already shredded and he was bleeding from several scrapes and scratches obtained 

during that wild ride down the mountain plus what he was sure was a shallow cut from a 

bullet. 

“Pop the trunk and come with me,” she said after glancing dispassionately at Ken’s 

chest and its light sprinkling of brown hair. “There is something in it I want to show 

you.” 

They got out of the warm car and walked quickly to the back. 

At a complete loss for words, as well as being hungry, dehydrated beyond simple 

thirst, cold enough to imitate an ice cube and utterly exhausted, Ken did as she asked. 

Kim, now wearing an off-white cable knit sweater and her black board pants, showed him 

what she stashed and the tools she used to open his trunk. 

“I used to jack cars in L.A. when I was younger,” she explained, holding up a thin 

piece of metal with a hook on it. She also held up a small box with a dial, several lights 

and two buttons. The hunk of metal worked great on older cars without electronic locks 

while the little gizmo got her into many modern cars, such as his. “Jacking cars was a 

great way to cruise around on joyrides and take care of my needs. Some people kept 

some very good stuff in their trunks that I stole and sold to buy myself toys. After a few 

close calls with the cops, though, I learned to skip the driving because Lo-Jack and GPS 

trackers would find me in seconds. I also learned that while the passenger compartments 

are often alarmed, trunks are not.” 

In addition to a black and white checked suitcase bigger than his soft sided gym bag, 

there was a duffel bag and a briefcase. She pulled the duffel close to her and opened it. 

To Ken’s surprise, she tossed him a banded stack of bills, $100 bills. 

“There’s ten Gs there, which should make up for the inconvenience of being shot at 

and frozen,” she muttered somewhat angrily. 

While Ken was staring at the money in his hand, her hand went back into the bag 

and came back out, this time holding a Glock 9 mm pistol. Her thumb flicked off the 

safety and she worked the slide so Ken knew it was cocked and loaded as she pressed the 



barrel into his stomach. Ken knew she need apply only a slight bit of pressure to end all 

of his pains and worries, permanently. 

“Despite what we’ve done already, we still have a long way to go and I need you to 

get me there,” she explained. 

Sliding the gun in her pocket, Kim said, “First we are going have you put on a clean 

shirt before we walk to that liquor store over there,” pointing across the street, “and get 

some supplies. After that I’m going into the Men’s Room with you while you bandage all 

of those cuts and change into something other than ski gear. Once that’s done we are 

getting the holy hell out of here.” 

Ken was still too stunned and too frozen to do anything more than just nod his head. 

Kim pulled a compact purse and wallet out of the trunk, extracted some smaller 

denomination bills and motioned with the gun in her pocket for him to move once he was 

wearing his only other decent shirt. 

They walked got into the liquor store, loading up with energy drinks, chips, candy 

and a couple of premade sandwiches that looked like they were there since the last Ice 

Age. 

The older woman clerk asked if they wanted anything else. Kim pointed to a pint of 

peppermint schnapps and some cinnamon whiskey, “to ward off the chill.” 

“Honey, he looks like more than half frozen already. I’ve seen better looking corpses 

when I worked for the hospital,” the clerk said. “You need to get his butt into a hot bath 

and wrap him up and keep him warm or he’s going to get real sick, real fast.” 

Kim smiled at the clerk. “You read my mind, sister.” 

Walking back to the car, Kim’s head was on a swivel, looking carefully for any signs 

someone was interested in them. Not seeing anyone looking their way, Kim had Ken load 

their few purchases into the car. 

“Goodbye rental deposit,” Ken said after spotting skis on other cars and 

remembering his rentals were nothing but a pile of splinters. He also remembered the ten 

grand. “That will buy a lot of skis,” he also muttered loud enough for Kim to hear him, 

“assuming I live long enough to spend it, that is.” 



After snagging his gym bag while Kim yanked some clothes out of her suitcase, they 

both went into the gents. Kim had Ken move a trashcan in front of the door, blocking 

access. 

“Strip,” she said. “Hurry up,” she added, motioning with her gun as he was moving 

slowly due to the cold. 

Ken’s arms felt like lead as did his legs, so try as he might, he wasn’t able to move 

fast enough for her. Kim came up to him as soon he had finished undoing his boots. Her 

non-gun hand reached down and unsnapped his ski pants and moved to his zipper. 

Seeing the thermals underneath, she had him take them off as well, exposing his 

boxer briefs. “Nice package,” she said, seeing the outline of his equipment, and when he 

turned around, she added, “and nice ass. Now get a move on,” as she ran the gun barrel 

down his butt cheek in a suggestive manner. 

Ken quickly dressed in jeans and long-sleeved T-shirt underneath a red and black 

checked lumberjack-style wool shirt, his after ski boots back on his feet. 

Once Ken was dressed Kim did the same. She traded her snowboard pants for faded 

blue jeans and the turtleneck for a scoop-neck turquoise blouse. A turquoise ring went on 

her finger.  

“Our clothing now marks us as just two regular folks, not skiers,” she said, looking 

at Ken’s face in the mirror. She saw him looking at her figure with a smile, admiring her 

curves, she guessed. 

Any pleasantness, though, was broken when Kim touched his back with her pistol. 

“Before we go, call your job and tell them you’ve had a family emergency in 

Phoenix, Arizona,” Kim said. “You don’t know how long you’ll be away but you will 

call as soon as you know. With any luck they won’t get the message until Monday.” 

Ken made the call before Kim took his phone and tossed it in the restroom trashcan, 

covering it with litter. “We don’t want to take any chances after my ex traced my phone. 

If he gets your number, he can trace it, too,” she explained. 

Part of Ken’s brain wondered how her ex would know who Ken was, which made 

him wonder why the guy had been shooting at him, not just her, on the slopes earlier. 

They walked rapidly back to Ken’s car through the falling snow and got going. Ken 

was almost to the street when Kim screamed at him to stop, having him back into an 



empty parking space. Rifling through the glove compartment, she found a small toolkit 

he kept for emergencies. 

She pointed out a car identical to his: four doors, gray and the same model and year 

he drove, the main difference being the other car had Nevada plates instead of those from 

California. 

“Take the license plates off the other car and put yours in the trunk,” she ordered. 

“This way if they got your plate number at the ski resort they won’t be able to find us.” 

It only took a few minutes for Ken to put on the plates while Kim was alternately 

playing lookout from inside the car and making sure no one saw them. The restaurants 

and bars up and down the street kept doing a booming business and no one was even on 

the sidewalk, let along coming close to them. 

“Where to now?” Ken asked as they finally got on the road and approached U.S. 80. 

He pulled over while she made up her mind. 

“I’d like to go to Vegas but that’s the first place Cho Jo would look.” Ken assumed 

Cho Jo was the name of her ex and the shooter. 

“It’s a toss-up between Portland, Oregon or Salt Lake City, Utah both of which are 

about 550 driving miles away,” she said. 

“Why don’t you just have me take you to the Reno Airport and you can catch a flight 

wherever you want to go?” Ken asked. 

“Because that gym bag back there has more than half a million in cash and 10 kilos 

of pure Columbian coke, and I’m not talking the kind you drink,” she said. From what 

Ken found out later, the drugs were worth in the neighborhood of seven million dollars 

when diluted to street levels. 

“And that guy shooting at us? He wasn’t my boyfriend though he’d like to think he 

was,” Kim continued. “He is a mid-level part of a Mexican drug cartel who is royally 

pissed I ripped him off. He never thought a nice piece of ass had the brains and the balls 

to slip something into his drink and steal from him, but I did.” 

Kim’s explanation brought clarity to everything on the ski slopes, Ken thought. A 

tiny one watt LED bulb burst forth inside his skull as he knew his hide was most 

definitely dead meat. 



“All I need to know now is when and where are we going to be when she shoots 

me?” he wondered. 

Looking like she could read his mind, Kim said, “Relax. I’m not going to kill you, at 

least not yet. You’re just an average dumb guy who saw a good looking woman and 

wanted to strike up a conversation. If you do as you’re told, I’ll let you live and keep the 

ten grand.” 

Seeing as how dubious he looked, she added, “but first we have to get the hell out of 

here. I’ve made up my mind, Salt Lake it is. Now move it,” she said, waving her pistol 

under his nose for emphasis. Ken popped the top on an energy drink and started chugging 

it then another because despite his exhaustion, he was in for a hell of a lot of driving. 

 They headed east on U.S. 80 toward Salt Lake. Approaching Fernley, Nevada east 

of Reno, Kim changed her mind yet again after studying the map on the car’s navigation 

system. 

“I’m taking a big chance but I’m thinking there’s a better shot of finding a buyer for 

this coke in Las Vegas than in Salt Lake, so let’s go that way,” she said, pointing at 

Nevada Route 50. “I’ll take my chances with Cho Jo even though he goes to Vegas at 

least once a month.” 

Ken was so tired, he didn’t care where they went and said as much. He was also tired 

of Kim waving that damn gun in his face so he decided to do something about it. 

Spotting a tall mound of cinders used by the local highway crews to help with ice 

control, Ken pulled over and parked the car out of sight behind the mound. 

Facing Kim, all the pent-up anger building since he was first shot at, only to find 

Kim wasn’t the victim but the culprit, came pouring out. 

“I don’t mind you changing your mind every two minutes, or even telling me what to 

do and when to do it as much as I can’t stand you waving that fucking gun in my face,” 

he yelled. Ken knew he had a good mad going and he wasn’t going to stop. 

“Now either pull the damn trigger or stick it where the sun doesn’t shine. Just stop 

the gun shit already, you bitch!” he yelled. 

“I’ll tell you what,” Kim said calmly once Ken began calming down. “You give me 

your wallet and the keys whenever we stop and I’ll put my piece where I can get it in an 



emergency, but only in an emergency. Deal?” she asked, sticking out her hand. “And as 

for calling me a bitch after what I’ve put you through, I deserve it.” 

Ken was tempted to try and break her wrist but she still had the gun in the other hand 

so he reluctantly said, “deal.” She put the pistol in the side door pocket out of his reach 

but within hers. 

Venting the anger let Ken begin calming down though he was still pissed off and 

frankly, a little surprised he was still alive. “She could have easily plugged me full of 

holes and left my corpse for the coyotes seeing as how there hasn’t been another car on 

the road in at least an hour,” he thought. 

Ken got the car back on the road and they kept going, stopping for a late Saturday 

night dinner in Fallon east of Reno. They were both yawning and having a tough time 

keeping their eyes open afterward even though he only drank water. Coffee had no appeal 

and booze, though he desperately wanted several drinks, would be deadly, Ken knew. 

They were barely back on the road before Kim spotted a motel that looked like it 

appealed to truckers and families on a budget. Ken gave her his wallet and the car keys 

without asking. She demanded and got his belt, too. “You’ll have a difficult time running 

without it,” she explained while ordering Ken to stay in the car while she rented a room. 

A few minutes later she came back with a key card and had him pull the car around 

the back. Ken schlepped all of the bags up a flight of stairs to a room that screamed, “I’m 

stuck in the 60s and can’t get out.” Between the clashing carpet, nauseating wallpaper 

and bright orange comforter, Ken told Kim he thought he was going to be sick. 

Before he could sit down on the inviting bed, or the floor, Kim looked at him, 

pinched her nose and ordered, “You. Shower. Now.” 

“Yes, ma’am,” he replied, grateful for the chance to clean up, rest and not be running 

for his life. 

He went in, stripped, adjusted the shower and stepped in to Heaven, the warm water 

feeling so good. While he wasn’t dozing on his feet, his eyes were closed and he wasn’t 

paying attention to anything either. The next thing he knew, he felt hands massaging his 

back. 



“You really did take a beating,” Kim said, adding something so softly he asked her 

to repeat it. “I’m sorry,” she said again. “You do seem like a nice guy caught in a 

situation you didn’t create and don’t know how to get out of.” 

Her hand moved down farther and started caressing his butt before moving around 

the front and playing with his dick, the inner side of the turquoise ring on her finger 

rubbing his tender flesh. 

“Leave me alone,” he said softly. “I’m not in the mood. I’m beyond tired and 

frankly, I don’t like you anymore, if I ever did.” 

Kim gently turned him around and gave him a chest to chest hug. Ken opened his 

eyes at the full body touch and looked in hers, seeing sincere sorrow. Earlier her eyes had 

gotten his attention. Looking down, he noticed her tits were a good size, not too small nor 

too large for her height and frame. Her nipples were erect, indicating arousal. 

She must have spotted a spark of interest in his face because she took one of his 

hands in hers and cupped it to her boob. Ken responded by giving it a gentle squeeze. 

Kim put her other hand on the back of his head and pulled it down to her lips. They 

kissed, tentatively at first, then deeper and longer, both seeking to release a stressful day’ 

worth of tension. 

Ken’s hands began exploring her body and her hand crept back to his rod, stroking it 

under the free flowing water. 

He moved his lips from her mouth to her girls, his tongue teasing them before he 

sucked first one then the other into his mouth. Kim let out a moan of pleasure. 

“Bed, now,” she cried into his ear. 

They got out of the shower and he dried her chest with gentle, smooth, slow strokes, 

especially around her tits and her bikini-cut pubic hair. His hand went to her center and 

felt the warmth and moisture there before slipping two fingers inside her and starting to 

massage her insides. 

She moaned again and rubbed herself against his fully erect cock. 

He picked her up, her boobs pushing against his face so he could barely see. 

Carrying her, Ken staggered over to the bed and dropped her onto it, her legs spreading as 

she fell on her back. Without any more foreplay, he got between her legs and with a deft 

thrust, entered her and began pounding away. 



Ken wasn’t sure if it was exhaustion, relief at still being alive or what, but it didn’t 

take long before Kim was softly moaning, her legs wrapped around his back, holding him 

inside her. Another thrust or two later and he burst inside her, flooding her with his hot 

juices. 

As soon as he finished, she pushed him off of her. “Now I need some sleep,” she 

said, turning her back to him. 
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